Facts regarding the Remote Cause of the Epidemic Cholera.
However obscure the nature of cholera may appear; or however unsettled may be its treatment; however divided we may be in sentiment upon the identity of the present fearful epidemic with the ordinary autumnal cholera that visits this country; and however the public mind may quail and tremble under the fear of its being possessed of a virulent communicative property by which it may propagate its seminal principles fr0lJ| house to house, and from country to country?we believe that, with a very few a1)' unimportant exceptions, it is universally admitted that something either dissolved i11 the air, or emanating from the earth, is capable of producing it. We mean not cithcf to deny or support the doctrine of its contagious character; nor shall we attempt t0 explain all the facts, nor reply to all the arguments which have been adduced in favour of or against that view. But it is our desire to lay before the reader in the succeeding pages a few remarkable and important facts in reference to the principal remote cauf of the disease termed Asiatic Cholera, which, in our estimation, go far to show that th'3 disease originated in a malarial principle, which, in all probability is nothing more of less than some gazeous fluid generated beneath the surface of the earth during the various processes of decomposition of vegetable substances.
<
After the thousand and one theories that have been started upon this subject, and l>av? been consigned to annihilation, it may be hazardous to attempt any thing like novelty > but as we ground our opinion upon facts, and as these facts arc so decisive as to Wa' in our estimation, to one inference only, we hope to be excused for an opinion wh'c the reader's own judgment may be voluntarily led to by a single perusal of the facts a'1 statements upon which this opinion has been originally formed.
Great praise is due to Mr. Orton for the highly valuable collection of topographical and meteorological observations in regard to their influence on the manifestation of cholera in India. It is however surprising to see him taking into consideration for the remote cause of epidemics in general, and of cholcra in particular, either the disordered state of the atmosphere, or sol-lunar influence; nay, that even of localities on the prevalence of the epidemic, and overlook or misinterpret so many important facts in support an objectionable and quite fanciful hypothesis, which can never be either proved, or properly sustained, by philosophical reasoning. He remarks, very It is, however, evident that it cannot be any of the hydro-carburetted, or other chemical gases, which it has at different times been supposed; while remaining thus in darkness, the only test of its presence continues to be its effects as to disease which it produces on the human body."
When Volta was examining the burning grounds of Pietra Mala, and Velleia, he was informed that those natural fires were sometimes occasionally extinguished by violent blasts of wind, but that they increased very much by heavy falls of rain in stormy weather, and that a stream of water, and a lake near to those places, bubbled up a greater quantity of air, and had the appearance of boiling water although it was quite cold. Volta did not, like Mr. Orton, call for electricity to explain these facts, but thought that a greater quantity of his inflammable air could have been forced out during the absorption, or infiltration of water into the ground, or into some cavities under it, where a large condensed quantity of gas had been collected in consequence of a slow process of decomposition of some very large masses of vegetable and animal substances (as for example, a forest or a marsh) which had a long time ago been buried under a sudden cleaving of mountains or of the ground. This, which was a mere supposition when the high mountains of Pietra Mala were examined by him, became an incontestible fact when Velleia was examined, where it manifestly appeared that this old Roman town was buried by one of those extraordinary accidents which change so often the surface of our globe. Even in our days accidents of a similar nature have happened although on a small scale; but large enough to bury several houses in a situation distant from Velleia only about two miles. The burning spot is not very far from that buried town, in the lowest part of a declivity of the mountain, near a torrent. Volta remarks, that these burning grounds have been very erroneously considered of a volcanic nature, since there is not the least trace of any volcanic eruption. Earthquakes are to be felt more in these places than in others. The character of the earth in those burning grounds are such as to give every reason to suppose the prc-existence of large quantities of vegetable matters.?That this inflammable air did not originate in any bituminous matter contained within those portions of earth from which it was extricated he proved by analysis, which at the same time tend to shew that it maintains some connexion with chlorine and its compounds. He put six ounces of the earth of the burning ground of Velleia into a retort, and he subjected it to the intense action of heat. Although naturally black it changed into a grey colour, and shrunk into small hard masses. Amongst,other products at the neck of the retort he found a substance resembling sublimed acid, and at the bottom a residual fluid which tasted strongly of muriatic acid. A similar analysis has'been performed by Baron Diertich on the earth of Pietra Mala, and analogous products were obtained.
In exploring the particular vicissitudes which those natural fires undergo in dry and rainy weather, and having supposed that the infiltration of water could produce such an increased quantity of evolution of gas to increase them, the idea was suggested The following interesting fact, just related to us by one of our fellow-countrymen, who was living in the same district where we had our birth, may be worth narrating, as its authenticity may be entirely depended on. This gentleman was travelling in ft gig along a road which crossed a large plane of rice-field that stood on each side of it. It was during a fine night in July, and precisely in that time when the water covering the fields was allowed to flow out through two ditches, which where parallel, and near to each side of the road. In one part, where the road was lower, the water from the ditches had overflowed. Soon after he crossed this place, a column of a brilliant flame rose from the surface of the water on his right hand, and followed the course of his chariot for a long space; when, in ascending a high trench, and turning on his right, the wandering fire vanished when it reached and struck against the high bank of the trench. If he threw his whip towards it, the flame retired and soon followed him again. This phenomenon, which is not uncommon, tends to prove how easily a current of deleterious gases arisirig from stagnant waters or marshy grounds may follow corps of travelling troops, and more especially barges, or ships going up and down rivers, or sailing by sea, in which a kind of infectious atmosphere may exist. This mode of propagation of the infectious malady from one country to another has been so generally admitted, and every where distinctly observed, as to leave almost no ground to doubt of its reality ; when, on the contrary, the supposition of its having been diffused by contagion meets everywhere with so many and striking exceptions, that it appears very often highly objectionable. From the facts which we have read in Mr. Orton's book alone, which are certainly very copious and valuable, we think no one can doubt that the principal and primary cause of the Indian malignant cholera is to be attributed to miasmata originating principally from the decomposition of the immense quantities of vegetable substances which are undergoing a process of decomposition under the surface of the earth, and which exhale a gas that has acquired a more virulent chai'acter by the extraordinary vicissitudes and natural phenomena which have obtained in that country for a progressive series of years.
Although we do not pretend to say that the very same principle has been the remote cause of the European cholera also, yet we may say that the facts known at this moment tend to support such a doctrine. On this subject, however, we shall decline speaking particularly until a greater number of facts has been laid before the public. Although we are quite aware of the difficulty or impossibility of giving a satisfactory answer to these queries, we must say, however, that a similar and almost identical disease was known and observed before; that it is even in our times known, no doubt, in
